KNOW IT’S SAFER
WITH A HEALTHY
BUILDING
Help improve the safety, confidence and productivity of your
people with Honeywell’s Pro-Watch® Integrated Security Suite

Integrated Security Suite

RETURNING
TO THE
‘NEW NORMAL’’
Returning to buildings will not be
returning to business as usual.
There are new challenges, new
guidelines and new ways of working.
Creating healthier environments for people to work in is about more than just
being compliant with new regulations. It’s about reassuring occupants that a
space is safer, and helping to build their confidence to come back.
To manage these new challenges and uncertainties, it is important to build
operational resilience, assess your building’s health, and identify the most
cost-effective ways to improve it.
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#HEALTHYBUILDINGS CAN
• Support business continuity
• Increase staff productivity
• Reduce the spread of pathogens
• Improve the occupant experience
• Reassure occupants that you are enabling a
safer and more secure workplace
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PRO-WATCH INTEGRATED
SECURITY SUITE OVERVIEW
The Pro-Watch Integrated Security Suite provides complete
integration for complete protection – no matter the size, scale or
sector of the building. It will support building owners in providing
safer and healthier buildings, both now and in the future.
PRO-WATCH IS:
• Flexible and scalable with modular hardware and
software options for your changing needs
• Cost-effective, as it increases operational productivity and resiliency
• Easy to use with a solid and proven platform
This helps provide a complete
and correct response to any
incident that may occur.
The security team can easily identify
video relating to an incident,
add comments into the incident
portal and use the Pro-Watch
audit table for later reports.

CREATE SAFER AND
HEALTHIER BUILDINGS
Incident management
Through the web-based Pro-Watch
Intelligent Command interface,
organizations can gain total situational
awareness of their security system.
To help to safeguard occupants and
streamline processes in the event
of an incident, Pro-Watch creates
intelligent customizable work flows that
operators can follow when high-priority
alarms are triggered. The system’s
alarm will stay triggered until each
of the steps has been completed.

Rapid decision making is made possible
by the seamless integration of video and
access control. All incidents, and their
associated work flows, are configured
in the system, allowing standard
operating procedures to be intuitively
monitored and easily managed.
• Manage all incidents
from the same place
• Access all incident details, including:
• Activities
• Assignment
• Steps to follow
• User comments
• Use as an audit trail for any incident

PRO-WATCH SAMPLE
INCIDENT FLOW
An example of a standard,
digitized operating procedure,
to minimize risk of contamination
when a person potentially with
an illness enters a building:
STEP 1
Thermal camera detects elevated
temperature during initial screening
STEP 2
Lock next reader in entry chain
STEP 3
Contact the medical staff on
site to confirm breach
STEP 4
Contact local officer and
instruct inspection
STEP 5
Confirm PPE is on and
properly configured
STEP 6
Open video client and view live
video of surrounding area
STEP 7
Block card access for specified
quarantine period
STEP 8
Confirm threat is over
STEP 9
Instruct local officer to secure the door
STEP 10
Confirm the system has reported
a “Return to normal” condition

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
DASHBOARD
Reassure occupants, reduce costs
and gain valuable safety and security
insights on your building’s health with
the Safety Compliance Dashboard.
Available exclusively through ProWatch Intelligent Command, the Safety
Compliance Dashboard delivers Healthy
Building Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) into a single interface providing
facility managers and operators a
holistic monitoring experience to gain
actionable intelligence and help sustain
compliance with new regulations.

Safety Compliance Dashboard reports
on data from video surveillance,
analytics and access management
systems that detect mask compliance,
social distancing, elevated body
temperature incidents, building
occupancy density, and Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) compliance.

COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Reduce costs and streamline processes
by easily creating the reports needed
for audits and compliance checks
related to people counting and flow,
social distancing and mask detection.
This system includes:
• Detailed mapping of all zones
• Auditing capabilities
• Fully customizable workflows
• Alarms that are customizable and
attachable to the workflows
• Dashboard reports for quick
and easy access, enabling
rapid decision making

FRICTIONLESS ACCESS
CONTROL
Identify and allow secure and
controlled access, to help eliminate
physical contact with frequently
touched surfaces, using a wide
variety of field connected readers
and other intelligent controllers.
These can include:
• Biometric readers
• Wireless and Bluetooth-enabled
readers, allowing occupants to gain
access using their respective devices
• PIR sensors which monitor
movement, light and the
temperature of rooms
• Touchless “Request to Exit” buttons

Honeywell’s healthy buildings solutions, which include Pro-Watch’s
incident workflow, compliance reporting and frictionless access
control, can help create certainty during ever-changing and
uncertain times.
We’re working to help give you more control over critical health,
safety and security factors.
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To get to work on making your
building a healthier place:
LEARN MORE

